The intelligent use of power
mini MACE
mini Mobile Abrasive Cutting Equipment for
safe and perfect cuts for IEDD
NSN 1385-66-154-0129

Cutting Improvised Explosive Devices
(IED)

ANT offers ﬂexible and mobile
water-jet cutting systems that
have already proved themselves in
practice to the military, police and
special forces all over the world.
mini MACE is the ﬁrst all-in-one
water abrasive suspension (WAS)

Cut gas bottle

Cutting a letter box with ROV

Inspection hole in suitcase

Valve cut off gas bottle

Cutting a detonator with a 2-axis cutting

A pipe bomb cut with electronic ignition

unit designed speciﬁcally for remote-control operations and is
successfully in use around the
globe.
Using our hands-free WAS systems,
high-risk operations can be safely
conducted from distances of over
500 m.
› safe
totally remote operations
› lightweight
portable using ROV
› evidence preservation

table

ﬁngerprints, DNA, construction details
› self-contained
no external power supply required
› fully-proven
by special forces worldwide
(see references)
Cut grenade

Cut detonators

Penetrating a glass ﬁlled with TATP

Cut hand grenade

Cutting Large Vehicle Bombs (LVB)
mini MACE on ROV

Large vehicle bombs are one of the main, ever-growing threats presented by
international terrorism. Since potential anti-handling/movement booby traps
make accessing LVBs and thus taking a manual approach impossible, remote
access is the norm. The render safe procedure of a ‘controlled’ disruption of the
whole LVB is no guarantee that a high order detonation will not occur.

A successful disruption usually causes
such severe collateral damage that in
populated city areas a positive outcome
such as this will still require considerable
explanation and/or justiﬁcation.
The mini MACE provides a safe and reliable means of accessing any vehicle. This
enables an optimal assessment of the risk

Cutting a hole into the car

situation giving the operator more options in his choice of tools. It further al-

mini MACE can be connected to any

lows him to determine the initiator and

standard EOD robot.

gain access to it. The render safe procedure then can be carried out directly and
effectively on the initiator inside the LVB.
mini MACE is a piece of access equipment
that can be used with a wide range of
containers which may have been used to

Cutting the windshield of an LVB

conceal IEDs, regardless of the body material (steel, aluminium, plastics, wood,
ﬁbreglass, glass, etc.).
Furthermore, mini MACE access causes
very limited damage: a great advantage
should it later transpire that the potential
LVB was not a dangerous vehicle and it
did not contain any explosive devices.
The mini MACE LVB features:
›

Safe and reliable access to the inside

›

Optimal risk assessment

›

Ability to carry out the render safe

Cut security glass

procedures inside

mini MACE onboard Version

mini MACE Trailer Version

Roboter

Roboter

System conﬁguration and
cutting devices

Indeed, the mini MACE can even be used without ROV. Thanks to small, mobile cutting
tables such as the lightweight 2-axis cutting table or the circular cutter, circular or linear
cuts can be made into ﬂat or upright objects. Using vacuum cups and ﬂexible rails, these
can be deployed in any conditions: on smooth surfaces such as cars and glass panes or,
with special glue, on rough surfaces too.
The mobile WAS cutting system can be remotely operated – the control point may be over
500 metres from the cutting action visually controlled by an optional camera system. The
nozzle may be hydraulically or electrically controlled. Electrical power is supplied by its own
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Circular Cutter IEDD
only for Manipulator

575 mm

660 - 940 mm

Ø 750 - 1000 mm

640 mm (length)

OR

2-Axis Cutting Table

Manipulator (optional)

15 mm (depth)

700 mm

340 mm

mini MACE

portable generator or by battery pack.

Technical Data

mini MACE

Pressure vessel

3.5 l (0.924 US gallon) volume,
reinforced carbon ﬁbre/5 kg (11 lb) abrasive

Nozzle size

0.5 mm (0.0195 inch)

High pressure valves

servo electric, optional remote control included

Working pressure

450 bar (6525 PSI)

Weight

100 kg (220 lb) empty

Water ﬂow

3.2 l/min (0.85 US gallon/min)

Size (L x W x H)

713 mm × 607 mm × 700 mm (28 x 23 x 27 inch)

Abrasive

Barton Garnet HP 120 X

Plunger pump

Speck P21 / 3-500

Abrasive concentration

10% (mass)

Engine

Honda GX 200, 4.1 kW @ 3,600 rpm

Cutting performance

5 mm (0.2 inch) steel: 120 mm (4.8 inch)/min

Medium

water

(in air)

10 mm (0.4 inch) steel: 65 mm (2.6 inch)/min

Water tank

25 l (6.6 US gallon) net

25 mm (1.0 inch) steel: 25 mm (1.0 inch)/min
Cutting time with one

16 min

ﬁlling
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